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En este viaje por las palabras, las ciencias y las artes; el autor deconstruye su
vida estableciendo paralelismos y oposiciones entre lo que ha vivido, pensado
y experimentado a distancia de algunos acontecimientos históricos, a los que
logra acercar a su experiencia personal.
La “vida privada” y las  historias de vida. la crisis de los grandes relatos de van-
guardia y la  legitimación de la virtualidad. La deconstrucción y las ciudades,
sus orígenes políticos y su propio devenir. Todo eso flota por entre estas pági-
nas.
Los condicionamientos posmodernos,  La sociedad posmoderna como una falsa
opción transparente. El dialecto y las tecnologías. La Crítica al historicismo
marxista. La Muerte del sujeto. La Muerte  y Resurrección de la dialéctica  en
contraposición a la Muerte de la historia. La sobre-exaltación de lo múltiple.
La poética de las ciudades del Siglo XXI. La metafísica de lo multiplicado contra
la metafísica de lo univoco.
Hay una ontología del simulacro. Lo virtual es el ser o el estar?. La “huelga de
los sucesos en red”. La guerra en primera persona. El tesoro “virtual” y el botín
“real”. Detrás de las apariencias no hay nada, parece decirnos el autor.
Lo “virtual” fusila a lo “real” y lo “referencial”, o se acoplan para explicar un
mundo nuevo?
Shimon Edenburg ve mas allá de los periódicos, la situación internacional. Es
una etapa de integrismos, es la era del exterminio del “otro”, a veces es una
cuestión religiosa, a veces tautológica, y a veces epistemológica, pero “el crimen
perfecto” es tal que la virtualidad ha asesinado a lo real pero ha guardado los
restos en megas, bytes y tetras;  medidas nuevas.  Los metros y kilómetros caben
en un pen drive.
Al final de su recorrido, observante e inmóvil, la razón europea termina por
asesinarse a sí misma.  El arte y las relaciones humanas emergen como la ultima
botella arrojada al mar. Pero las islas y los náufragos se multiplican por millones,
detrás de un teclado, un touch o una soledad.
Aquí hay algunas ideas sobre Oriente y Occidente escritas por un navegante,
en el sentido mas amplio de la palabra. 
I.K.
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Genesis – The place of all the places. Makom1 

 

“…An God said, Let the waters under the heaven come together in one 

place, and let the dry land be seen: and it was so.”(Genesis 1:9) 

 

“Not only did God play craps with the man2”, but he also cheated, 

for example, allowing the shoa3, which from an optimistic point of view, 

maybe it was predicted that this suffering had the goal of testing the strength 

of the people. I dare to doubt about the certainty of this assertion. 

 

In fact, I think that God wasn’t there in 1939, at the dawn of Second 

World War, probably he had too much work since he had to create other 

galaxies that we know today and right now he may be busy with a project, 

hopefully more successful than the one down here.  

                                                 
1 MAKOM has several meanings, an undefined place could be the makom of the Book or the 
Torah in the synagogue, Makom is also the promised land and one of the names of God, that 
is omnipresent as an idea, and an accumulation of segments. 
To be and to belong would be its primary meanings, and mathematic matrix that defines that 
sphere of the subject as long as that complexity called Makom exists. 
2 ”God doesn’t play craps with the man” (Albert Einstein ) My vision about the world, 
Relationship Science-Faith  
3 Shoá:- holocaust 
4 Truco is a popular trick-taking card game originary from Valencia and Balearic Islands 
(Spain) and played in Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Italy, Uruguay, southern Chile and 
Venezuela. It is played using a Spanish deck, by two, four or six players, divided into two 
teams. 
The popular appeal of the game comes from the exciting bidding process. Each type of 
scoring can be bid on to score your team more points. Bids can be accepted, rejected or 
upped. Bluffing and deception are also fundamental to the game. This game usually finishes 
with a good “asado” a popular Argentinian meal for which the country is appreciated aound 
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What’s more, I infer that due to his male character, he also played 

chess, draughts, Backgammon, Rummy, Bridge, Domino, Taba, Truco4 and 

especially Poker, probably gambling with Saint Peter, Jesus and some 

angels. Maybe they paid because I don’t think that the Almighty was rich, 

opulent or a stock exchange investor; if he had been so, he would have 

invested the resources better and the cake would be distributed better in the 

planet. 

Writing this I reflect and I wonder: in this historical period weren’t 

there any important women in the sky?  

 

Probably they were down there busy with her 12 children, the kitchen, the 

cleaning, the sewing, the erotic intrigue and other things that didn’t fit in the 

sky since it only had room for chess, dice and male activities. 

 

Maybe the logic is connected with another side and a worldlier and 

more social narrative. 

 

So far we have the references which are purely celestial. 

 

In the earthly field, I think, I believe and then I exist that I belong to 

that people that during forty years wandered in the Sinai Desert, becoming 

                                                                                                                   
the world. 
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“the citizens of the desert” , that mark which I believe I carry on my back as 

a primary referent in my profession as a Urban planner, sculptor and 

architect.  

This desert-like open space, full of horizons, will allow later my 

unconscious to imagine places-cities with spacious omnipresent visuals; and 

a faraway horizon, that will let empty the space initially, creating absence  

and in this way shaping a place that will cause the presence of the new 

construction which is not another one that the artistic construction.  

 

This ethnic group called “the chosen people” don’t have peace and 

quiet, nor salvation, nor care. On the contrary, I would say they were chosen 

without the grace of the Almighty, at least without “visible benefits”.  

 

The desert space, that place of plains, in the seaside areas, produce 

an emancipation act of the tyranny of the rough landscape full of signs and 

objects. 

 

It is a rootless space of silence, temporary, of transition, almost not a place, 

strangely silent, introspection and reflection place.  

 

There is also another place in my urban imaginary known as Ghetto. 

 

Unlike the desert, the Ghetto is the place which is closed, 

oppressive, of pain, without horizons. It is a little portion of the cities that I 
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have visited like Rome, Warsaw, Venice, Girona and Barcelona where the 

confinement didn’t alter the essence of being Jewish, I’d say that they were 

forced training that prepared the people to live in Canaan, today state of 

Israel in only 22.145km with a distance of 470 km and 135 km in its deepest 

part. 

 

There is also another travelling place beyond the dessert which is the 

place of God that is in a hurry, maybe due to the nomadic character –

omnipresent that is attributed to the creator and probably because of the 

mobility with which the Jewish pray. 

 

 We are those wandering beings, more than other groups, and not 

only during the globalization times. Therefore, that Almighty God is where 

somebody calls him, and seeing the consequences along history, it seems 

that he is not even in the place where we would like him to be in more than 

one opportunity during the history of last century. The religious otherness is 

recommended from one place of the origin of praying to another place of 

“assumed recognition” of the Prayer.  

 

If we say, it’s because we are heard.  

 

That place of reference, of the hearing in Hebrew, is the Makom.  

 

There are references to “HaMakom”, “the place” in the Midrash 
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Rabbah en Bereishit, (Genesis 68:9) which explains that this is to emphasize 

that the world is contained in Him and He in the world. He is not limited by 

the space and therefore he is present everywhere.  

 

Before these three places, there is the contemporary space, the 

anonymous space, the transitory place, that furtive moment, that moment 

among people who will not see each other again.  

 

This space of shared loneliness where fate is ruled by a contractual 

act: to be in the airport waiting for a plane, having got a flight ticket or just 

in the supermarket or in the mall of the moment. 

 

Actually, from my perspective, these “no places” (Marx Augé5) , are 

similar to that deserted nomadic spaces which I referred to before, in which 

only the parts, the details and the fragments allow to build a map of the parts 

with a truth contained in their folds. 

 

The totality, that unattainable place, will be the place of the detail, of 

the contrast, the counterpoint, the passage, the limit, the fold and the 

absence.  

 

There is a relevant place fraction which we find in the minimum, the trivial, 

the almost invisible thing.  
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Walter Benjamin6 describes this urban wanderer, compulsive 

consumer, an urban dandy, an anonymous person that walks around the city, 

a kind of “sucker” of momentary sensations. 

 

Benjamin continues “his look is fragmentary, not because he quits 

the totality, but he seeks this in the almost invisible details”… “the truth,  

then, lives in the details, but it never places over them, pass from one to 

another and mainly it emerges in its contrast”. 

 

“Art like a privileged setting of this knowledge takes the marks of 

the past, of the exploitation and the pain; announces the future. But there 

isn’t synthesis but conflict: the form of its truth is the contradiction”. 

 

There is no doubt about the Marxist background of Benjamin who 

also carries the mistake included. He also criticizes the Marxist method and 

its lack of critical rationalism.  The critic should be included in the social, 

economic and political development perspective of the society visualized by 

Marx and elaborated Benjamin. 

 

There are places that don’t exist but that can live through the 

narrative that calls them to take part in the formalization of the subject’s 

                                                                                                                   
5 Marx Auge, No places, Space of the Anonymity, Gedisa Publishing House, Barcelona 2008 
6 Walter Benjamin, his work about the passages indicates that “the world of the goods opens 
and forbids at the same time” represented in the figure of the Flaneur that wanders without 
direction” in the second chapter of his book.  
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puzzle. 

 

They are imaginary places, utopias only unified in a net of meanings 

that gives them a character of myth.  From this way of understanding the 

city, I can gather the idea of MAKOM from XXI century, that is not 

perceived in Paris, nor New York, nor Berlin, etc, and at the same time in all 

of them. 

 

The new transoceanic city is Internet; this kind of virtual simulation 

that unifies and links over millions of net users that declare to be friends, in 

this distant, impersonal, ephemeral way, which also produces effects of 

immediate rebelliousness, communication and an invitation to riots that we 

are living in 2011 in many cities, almost at an epidemic level.  

 

This new place of places will probably be “the cloud”. 
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The real power is to be able to deal with emptiness 

 

              The challenge is to perceive and to understand the free and empty 

space or the place where something sudden could happen, something casual 

without any known cause, without God involved.  To attribute in a way, the 

claim to the chaotic. To include it, peeping the gravitation that has a 

disconcerting nature, which resists the ancient attempts to incorporate to the 

quantum theory7. Chaos is a way of order. Reason can´t exclude it. 

 

The quantum emptiness is the state that possesses the minimum 

energy.  It doesn’t mean having a minimum particle in its interior. However, 

the quantum emptiness isn’t so since it has electromagnetic fluctuating 

                                                 
7 “Although there is nothing similar to a complete description about a quantum gravitation theory, there 
are some interesting ideas.. For example, since the general relativity is essentially a space and time 
theory, the space and time must be quantified in the quantum gravitation theories. This indicates that in 
spite of the space and the time seem continuous and uniform, on a minuscule scale equivalent to  Planck 
length (about 10-33 cm), the space is much lumpier and complicated, maybe consisting of a foaming 
topology of bubbles linked through tunnels called worm holes, that  form continuously and they close 
again following a time scale corresponding to the time of  Planck, which is 10- 43 seconds. It is also 
logical that the quantum gravitation waves have the same role of the Gauge bosons in other fundamental 
interactions, in the same way like photons do in the quantum electrodynamics theory. But for now there 
isn’t specific proving that these theories are correct.” (Hawking and God’s mind. Page. 41, Peter Coles) 
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waves, and particles jumping in its interior. 

 

This simile from Physics could be useful to understand, not 

mechanically, that inside the emptiness there is always something. And in 

my conceptualization, it is there where the place resides. 

 

“We also find in the death of God the explicit rejection of every 

morality, and especially the Judeo-Christian morality. The good, 

from Plato and along the history of the philosophy, has usually 

been linked to the existence of God, in the foundation of the 

Christian thought as well as the Kantian thought. The death of 

God involves unmasking the interests that underline the 

genealogy of the moral criteria. For Nietzsche Christian virtues 

like humbleness, obedience, sympathy, and service come from the 

men of the flock, who unable of creating superior values self-

scorn as losers and they submit to herd antivital instincts. The 

Christianity is hostile to the nature and the life of this world, the 

only one that exists. But with the death of God the Christian 

virtues not only lack sense but also the supposed objectivity, 

universality and rationality of the ethical principles. That’s why 

it’s reasonable that Nietzsche rejects the socialism and the 

democracy because they are the secularization of the Christian 

values and therefore the political exponents of a flock moral. 

Finally, the death of God must be the starting point of a new 
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anthropology: The superman. The man that accepts that we exist 

without God, that man that lives in the world, that accepts 

completely this life the way it is. That man who creates values, and 

doesn’t stay in the emptiness, that has triggered the absence of 

God, that sets up from his “self” overcoming his nihilism. 

If God died, everything lacks sense, there aren’t founded moral 

values and the man is the god of its land and its destiny. 

According to Nietzsche, the great mission of superman is to leave 

the destructive nihilism and to create something new without God, 

to start to sail, like free spirits, across a sea without direction 

towards a new dawn.” 

 
(As Enrique Bonete said in his book “Nietzsche and the death of God”) 

 

Would we be before the missing link in the same way that in the Darwin 

theory of the evolution? Or as Stephen Hawking said “does the universe 

extend to the space endlessly? And if it was true that “although the 

universe seems to have the same aspect everywhere, it changes with the 

passing of time” and we are before at least, two scientific claims: 

 

FIRST---The universe extends endlessly 

SECOND---The universe changes with the passing of time 

These two conclusions would be enough to question almost all the 

things we know in other fields, then we could think in the socio-spatial field 
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that: 

FIRST---The subject extends or exceeds complete objectivity inside 

the unconscious. 

 

SECOND—The subject is a field of tensions, timeless, that changes 

and develops or succumbs in this double sense that is sometimes interpreted 

in the dreams, according to Sigmund Freud ´s theory. 

 

In this way, immersing in the past in an analytic act, associating in 

the analysis, could indicate that the time has only one direction, that in the 

subject area, the time focuses on multiple places and mixes with the present 

and the past and future, with that ”magical” capacity with which the 

psychoanalysis tackle the treatment”.  

 

These empty spaces of the knowledge in science and psychology, are 

also present in the complete development of the mind, even in those games 

like chess or the Go in which we try to manipulate the empty space in our 

favour searching positions on the board where we make unexpected 

movements get a benefit and to win.  

 

In football terms, which shouldn’t be seen as minor art, handling the 

emptiness helped to lay the foundations of the game with the empty space   

getting such a position that could lead to the long-awaited goal and together 

with other strategic movements would reach an assured success. 
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In chess, more complex than football, there is a similar idea since it 

is about monopolizing the centre of the board with the goal of getting a solid 

position and in this way being the leader in the game. 

 

Few times, we get to beat a competitor in this category, that a player 

gets the empty space in the centre of the board. However, this advantage 

isn’t always decisive, or harmful for the following developments of the 

game.  

 

The first great theoreticians of chess understood that the control of 

the centre of the board was the Cartesian axis to win a game.  

 

Kasparov, a fuori clase, beats the most modern computers, analysts 

and even his rivals. Then, he decides to deal with Politics and faces Puttin 

himself, with a free market individualist speech.  He has never forgotten the 

centre of the board, not even in Politics. 

 

Maradona, another fuori clase, that used to see the 360º of the field 

all the time, in front of him or behind him, on his right or on his left, and 

used to place the ball where one player from his team had to reach and 

generally with his back to the defender and wrongfooting him. In politics he 

has done the opposite. He has hugged Chavez and Fidel and has tattooed 

Che together with his mother and his grandson showing the latent 

contradiction between what it could be and what it is. The same has 
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happened to his career of continuous rebirth, self boycott, drugs and genius 

on the same board.  Beating nobody is like beating all the rivals, in the 

gullible Maradonian universe. 

 

Messi is the adaptation to the rule. He is great, but he doesn’t speak 

outside the field, he is the player par excellence, the distinguished soloist in 

the group. No words.  

 

In Diego Maradona the use of the emptiness appears in a simple way 

creating the option of a positional benefit in the game that has changed 

football for ever. The excess of words has removed brightness and meaning 

in the dawn of his career  

 

Then, the next game always starts. Anyway the next one will be 

another match. However, each game is a matter of life and death. 

 

The space can be empty, but not the place since it is the sum of 

several physical, symbolic, magical, real or virtual elements, which feeds 

and generates this subject, sometimes without taking notice of this. 

 

These elements take up that space, which paraphrasing Einstein 

theory, would be something like the “socio-psychological permanent 

feature” like underlying energy in “the empty space”  
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The fact that the emptiness is different from the void is fascinating, 

and it is even more fascinating that it can cause over itself a constructive 

effect of the subject’s parts which leads him through a new path. 
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January, 27th 2012 
 

Saturday in the Japanese way 

 

I 

 

On that Saturday, eating vegetables at the restaurant Hana Bishi at 

Balmes 55 St, in Barcelona, the preparation of the vegetables, sashimi, Maki 

and other wonders of the Japanese minimalist cuisine, which I love for the 

accuracy of its treatment, didn`t remind me at all its counterpart in South 

America, either the content or the shape.  

 

Watching a steak bleeding under the weight of the Argentinian 

facón8 sharpened in any estancia9, in the outskirts of Buenos Aires isn´t 

analogical, in spite of the fact that they  

are similar products and utensils. 

  

In places of my childhood, unlike Barcelona, we used to sharpen our 

knives with the man having his bike placed upside down and the background 

sound of the metallic flute- which, by the way, was a Spanish costume and 

                                                 
8 a dagger worn at the back and tucked into the belt of the gaucho in order to be quickly drawn with the 
right hand. 
Used in the South American pampas, they are often seen with a decorated metal hilt and sheath. The 
facón could measure some 
fifty centimetres in length, and there are even examples of knives up to seventy five centimetres long. 
9 a cattle ranch in South America; a large landed estate. Nowadays, this kind of place is a popular 
Argentinian tourist attraction since visitors can spend the day there and eat a typical “asado”. 
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not precisely a habit from Mataderos, like I used to believe-.  

 

The memories about the street vendors so common during those 

years always focus on a kind of “hanging casino” with its wheels and 

barquillos10 hold by the seller, who was sweating for the effort. 

 

We used to turn the wheel and when it stopped, you got 1, 2 or 3 

little crunchy barquillos. From there to the Baden Baden casino, there were 

just a few centimetres…Only that in Baden Baden, gambling stopped with a 

“Nicht mer” coming from a man with a sickening nazi odour but the one 

from the barquillo didn´t say even mu11 and just smelled like a sweating 

peddler, which was a luxury at those times. 

 

While I had these memories, the little samurai from Hana Bishi cut 

the row fish using the “a cote” technique, probably to save meat, which he 

introduced in the sashimi with skill, or just because this is the way he learnt 

in the Japanese cookery school in Tokyo.  

 

A good sashimi cutter is considered an artist, he knows how to cut 

up huge tuna fish following an almost architectonic plan. This artist was 

from Tokyo, spelled with “y”. Japanese language overuses the “y” and 

probably it relates to their influence from Greece ---an old power in the past 

                                                 
10 an ice-cream cone. 
11 Argentinian idiomatic expression from “lunfardo” (slang) meaning not saying a word, be silent 
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times, today not so popular, although the Japanese still steep themselves into 

Greek philosophers like Platón, Esquilo, Paraménides, Aristóteles in the 

same way as we do, or they probably base themselves more on Buddha12, 

despite the fact that in Japan there are a lot of different religious trends and 

beliefs.  

 

There is no doubt that this cutter of raw fish feels that he belongs to 

a tangential legacy for the samurais who are always trying to be in a self-

improvement act.   

 

It isn’t about overcoming others but overcoming oneself. Being 

better today, yesterday and tomorrow even more. The true samurais devote 

all their lives to the perfection of themselves.  

 

The training is an endless process. 

The female samurai equivalent would be the geisha as an icon. 

 

These pleasure maids with skills in the art of seduction are in charge 

of charming the man since distant times and sometimes they are able to stop 

a man with a single look.   

 

                                                 
12 The religion in Japan isn`t very defined. The Japanese don’t believe in a specific religion, they take the 
characteristics of many religions in their everyday lives in a process called Syncretism. Many people, 
especially young people, feel that religions in Japan are part of the traditional culture. Buddhism is the 
main religion, the Shintoism was the Japanese official religion until  the VII century and today it is the 
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Very cultured women in the art of conversation, they master through 

seduction and produce attraction in the male huddles.  

 

Men live with that hidden and worshipped feminism which produces a 

sublime attraction, nowadays in decline, although there are women keeping 

the male tension on those beings from Mars who are said to be the men. 

 

Japanese people don’t go very often to the temple and their 

relationship with Buda is mainly personal and at home: that place of bright 

architecture which they are able to build and produces a deep-rooted envy to 

me. 

 

On the contrary, as Judeo-Christians, we tend to gather in special 

places and sometimes of inhuman sizes considering the height of the 

buildings, similar to the banks today, like in a social act and we ask God to 

punish us, or we take communion after the sins or other several rituals. 

 

I dare to say that each community moves closer to a God that gives 

services to an outrageous fear prevailing on earth, and maybe, in contrast, to 

the loneliness that each group carries on their backs; I guess that the 

Japanese aren`t punished so much and they just offer their God food, candles 

and flowers, especially as a reminder of their deceased people. 

 

                                                                                                                   
second most important religion. 
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The time of dessert was coming; the Japanese almost offer it to you 

as if you didn`t need to feed your bowels -that at my sixty and something 

started to ask for moderate but pauseless care-. 

 

In the meantime Lady C. arrived; she and her daughter were coming 

from a shoe shop where they didn’t buy a pair of boots because they didn´t 

agree about the colour, the height of the heels and the quality of the 

boyfriends they shared. And as usual, they ended up putting off their 

business- which by the way, I believe that her daughter would afford with 

her one thousand euros and something salary coming from her job as a night 

keeper in a hotel of the area-. 

 

Thus, I developed a unique friendship in BCN with a woman in spite 

of the fact that she was a militant feminist. This made her immediately into a 

“state enemy” of the manhood class which I belonged to, but deep inside I 

liked flirting with tomboy girls.  I recognize that Lady C. went beyond all 

my limits. 

 

The feminism that she preached made me think a lot in those years 

when you start questioning the need of belonging to a church, in a globalized 

individualized world, where everyone could “cross dress” their sex in the 

real and the virtual world, in a phase of social development in which women 

had reached their adult social age. 
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Personally, I saw them as “superior” beings able to carry life in their 

bodies and they are not so fragile according to the experiences I had with 

them.  

 

That “myself”, “the only one” who at that moment understood the 

idea of “the feminine” and “the male”. In the psychoanalyst area it was 

almost “legal”, and we were able to assume those parts of a whole which we 

take with us without knowing it. 

 

This doesn´t mean that there weren´t male aberrations like men who 

battering women. I didn´t belong to that group and that´s why I stopped 

understanding that simplified feminism movement.  

 

I don’t remember what we did after leaving the restaurant; actually it 

mustn’t have been important because my memory tends to fade. 

 

II 

 

The Japanese speak so little with western people at the restaurants 

they run, that when you ask them about anything, they are very effusive and 

even they exaggerate the details as if it was the only feasible relationship 

between them and us.  
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I think they are very influenced by the Buddhism13 since the XIII 

century, and they act only in the correct way, with the correct manners, the 

correct actions, and this leads them to do only the things that they consider 

appropriate and it produces harmony, which approaches them to the 

minimalist movement, in almost all their expressions. 

 

This makes them get closer to architecture and minimal art, which is 

so hard for us westerners to understand and recycle. 

 

Actually, the Japanese are of a single gesture, a single colour, a 

single movement and in this way they feel structurally complete; that is to 

say: 

 

I think that for them western complexity is not necessary since the 

action itself, the word or the thought are part of the subject because they 

carry inside the content / form in their totality, as a consequence of the 

concentration produced by the thought free from cruelty, free from bad will 

and free from contradiction, although this seems “ideal”. 

 

This concept is fundamental to understand why the Japanese talk just 

when they should; they don’t argue but they specify their thought and they 

express it suddenly at once. This happens despite the fact that the official 

                                                 
13 Buddhism is a religion and philosophy encompassing a variety of traditions, beliefs and practices, 
largely based on teachings attributed to Siddhartha Gautama, commonly known as the Buddha 
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religion in Japan is Sintoism14, which has a great syncretised capacity to 

adopt other beliefs like Buddhism. 

 

I don’t doubt that the Japanese culture and architecture have had a 

considerable  influence on me, especially their synthetic capacity of their 

“habitats”, gardens and movements adapted to the human size. 

 

The delicacy of details, their handicraft use of the wood, their 

closeness to the land and stones, their way of moving in the space, place the 

Japanese architecture as the closest one to the human habitability. 

 

The clear and sheer gesture, the moderate design and the poverty of 

accessories make this “almost Japanese method” into “my pilgrimage place” 

when I think about architecture and sculpture.  

 

Definitely, the Japanese, their minimalism and their ability to 

synthesize have an important influence on my life, my job, my way of 

speaking and my movements with the passing of time. 

  

…And the Japanese from Hana Bishi will probably keep on cutting 

sashimi at a good rhythm when future western visitors to the restaurant keep 

associating sexually and freely just like it happened to me that time. This 

                                                                                                                   
(Pāli/Sanskrit "the awakened one"). 
14 Shinto, indigenous religion of Japan, religion based on the worship of nature spirits and ancestors; 
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happening as long as there is a real world?, because if everything had been a 

simulation, the Japanese could play Jim Carrey`s role as an office worker in 

the film “The Truman show”, in those stairs next to that painted skyline and 

could open a door which makes him realize that he hadn´t been in a real 

world. And then, we wouldn´t know if the one that tells this story is me or 

that Roland Barthes that I wish I had inside. And it would be about a 

“Barthesian” setting with a portion of the reality added to interlaced 

memories in this scene coming out of my early artistic-sculptural 

lucubration. 

 

Anyway, let´s leave this here because I left the restaurant without 

sense of direction around Barcelona to live with the real loneliness and this 

doesn`t admit any lucubration. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                   
Shintoism 




